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The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of §4 of the

author's paper [3, referred to as V] to Lp[0, l] for all p such that

1 <p< co. In general we shall use the notation and definitions of V,

except that the functions considered here are of the form

(1)    F(x, y) = (y — x)m~1aG(x, y) where

m is a positive integer,

| a |   = 1,

.G(x, x) > 0;

otherwise, as in V, the complex valued function G(x, y) is continu-

ously differentiable. The only difference from V is the presence of the

constant a which affects the proof of Theorem 2 of V. A version of

that theorem in the more general case where a is an arbitrary con-

stant of absolute value 1 will be published elsewhere [4], All other

theorems and proofs of V remain valid. The class D of functions with

which we are principally concerned may be described as follows: the

functions F are of the general form (1) where, in addition, G and m

satisfy any one of the following: (A) G is analytic in a suitable region

and m is an arbitrary positive integer (see Lemma 4 of V); (B)

G(x, y)=G(y — x) where G (0)^0 and GGG2 in a neighborhood of

y — x and otherwise G(í)G¿i[0, l] and m is an arbitrary positive

integer; (C) GGG2 and m=l. One very important property of the

operators Tf for FG-D is the fact (see Theorem 3 of V) that their

only reducing manifolds are the subspaces Lp[0, c] oí Lp[0, l] for all

cG [0, 1 ] (see also [2; 5 and 6]). This property is crucial for the estab-

lishment of unitary invariants (in the case p — 2) of the operators

Tf in §4 of V. As is usual, we define q by l/p + l/q= 1.

Two continuous linear transformations Pi and T2 mapping Lp [0, 1 ]

into itself are called isometrically equivalent if there exists an isometry

77of Lp[0, l] onto itself such that Ti= UT2U~X (regarding isometries

for p7¿2, see, e.g., [l, p. 178]; the considerations of the present paper

are valid without this restriction). Two preliminary lemmas are

needed in order to extend some results on Hilbert spaces and spectral

theory to general p. We shall use the following notation: Ma is the

operator "multiplication by the characteristic function ca(x) oí the
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interval [O, a]"; similarly Ms is the operator "multiplication by the

characteristic function cs(x) of the subset 5 of [0, l]." We shall occa-

sionally write Ea instead of Ma.

Lemma 1. Let To be an idempotent bounded linear transformation of

Lp[0, l] into itself whose range is Lp[0, a] for some aE(0, l]. Then

|| Po|| = 1 if and only if T0 = Ma.

Proof. Since ||M0|| = 1 is obvious, we turn to the converse. Let

Ai = Lp[0, a] and N2 = Lp[a, l]. Then To~Ma=T maps Nx into 0

and N2 into N\\ we have To = Ma-\-T. We wish to show that P = 0.

Suppose that P^O; let & = ||2|[^0. Find a positive real number e

such that

J-l -L- 0qlp

(2) (l+b«yi«-e-> 1;
(1 + b«)1"

now determine f2EN2 such that ||P/2||P^(& —e)||/2||P where

V

2lli>
1 + b"

Let/1 = &-«P/2GA1andlet/=/i+/2. Then Tof-fr + Tf,- (b~< + l)Tf2.

Since fiENi (*=1, 2) we have |lfliHI/illS+ll/*ll? and
h—PQf>PhQ 1P ,-P3    ,P|| , np u        O   U Í

i\\p=b      b \\f2\\p =
1 + b"       1 + b"

Therefore

-WÏ+IWI^ïTTï+ïT^-1-

On the other hand,

l|ro/||, = ||/i+zy,||,= («rt+DlliyJI,
^ (¿-« + l)(5 - e)||/2||p

_ (Ir« + l)(jb - e)b<i*

(1 + b^yi"

(b-o + 1)6« i"1 + b°i>>
e

(í + b")1'" (1+6»)1/*

¿,-i + ¿,«/j>

= (1 + b*)11* - e —-
(1 + ¿8)1/1-

>   1
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by the choice of e, see (2). But this contradicts ||ro|| = l so that b

and hence T must be zero, i.e., To = Ma, and the proof of the lemma is

complete.

The following lemma shows that the projections Ea for all a G [O, l]

generate a maximal abelian algebra in the algebra of all bounded

linear transformations of Lp[0, l] into itself not only for p = 2 but

indeed for all p considered in this paper.

Lemma 2. Let Tbea bounded linear transformation mapping Lp[0, 1 ]

into itself and suppose that TEa = EaT for olí oG [0, l]. Then there

exists a bounded measurable function f such that T=M¡ ( = "multiplica-

tion byf").

Proof. Let e = e(x) be the function identically equal to 1 and let

f(x) — (Te)(x). We shall show that/ is essentially bounded and that

T=Mf. If g is a simple function: g(x) = ¿2j GyCs(;>(x), then Tg

= ¿2jajTcs<j); but cs(x) = (Mse)(x) so that (Tcs)(x) = (TMse)(x)

= (MsTe)(x) = (Msf)(x) =/(x)cs(x) since our hypothesis implies that

T commutes not only with all Ea = Ma but also with all relevant M3.

Therefore (Tg)(x) =f(x)g(x) for all simple g. The boundedness of T

implies that ||rg||HI/g|l* = IMU|g|U Jo|/Wg(x)| "dxg||r||^|g||? for
all simple g. Hence |/| " and |/| are essentially bounded and (Tg)(x)

=/(x)g(x)forallgG£p[0, l].

If s = s(t) is a monotone increasing function defined on [0, l] such

that i(0) =0 and s(l) = l, we write Us = M(t>)llpSa where we use the

notation of V. If s(t) is absolutely continuous with an inverse function

of the same kind, then Us as a linear transformation of Lp[0, l] into

itself is an isometry onto.

Theorem 1. Let TFl and TF, be two continuous linear transforma-

tions of Lp[0, l] into itself whose only reducing manifolds are the sub-

spaces Lp[0, c] of Lp[0, l] for all c(E [O, l], such as, for example, the

transformations Tf for FÇ^D. Then if Tf¡ is isometrically equivalent to

Tf2= UTfJJ~1, there exist: (a) a measurable function h(x) defined on

[O, 1 ] such that I h(x) \ = 1 ; (b) a strictly monotone absolutely continuous

function s(x) defined on [O, l] such that s(0) =0 and s(l) = 1 with an

inverse function of the same kind. We have U=MhUs. The functions

Pi and F2 are then related by the equation

(3) F2(x, y) - —■ (s'(x)yHs'(y))^Fi(s(x), s(y)).
h(y)

If conversely two functions Pi and F2 are related by (3) where the func-

tions h(x) and s(x) are defined as in (a) and (b) above, then Tf¡ is

isometrically equivalent to TFi= UTf^U~x where U= MhU,.
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Proof. Suppose first that Tf2= t/P^f/-1. Since both linear trans-

formations have as their only reducing manifolds the spaces Ep[0, c]

for all c£E[0, l], we can conclude that UEtU^1 = Fr(t) where Er(o is

idempotent with range £P[0, r(t)); therefore r(t) is increasing and

satisfies the equations r(0) =0 and r(i) = 1. Since ||E¡|| = 1 and U is

an isometry, we have ||Er(i)|| = 1 for all positive r(t). Lemma 1 now

implies that Er(f) =Er(o = UEtU_1. To show that r is absolutely con-

tinuous and strictly increasing, we consider for gELq[0, l] the ex-

pression (£,(o/, g) = (UEtU-1f, g) = (Etfi, gi) where /i = U~lf and
gi= U*g; the linear transformation U* is the adjoint of U (acting in

Lq[0, l]). If/=g= 1 then r(t) =f¿fi(x)gi(x)dx. This shows that r(t) is

absolutely continuous. If fi = gi= 1 then t = f^'f(s)g(x)dx. This shows

that r(t) is strictly increasing; the inverse function s(t) of r(t) has

the same properties. It is easy to verify that U7lEtUT = Er(t); this

equation together with the equation UEtU~1 = ET(,t) implies that

UTU commutes with all £(. Lemma 2 then implies that U,U=Mk

where k = k(x) is a bounded measurable function. Since UrU is an

isometry, the function k(x) must satisfy |&(x)| !» 1; we have

U= U7xMk. The functions s(x) and h(x)=k(s(x)) are the functions

whose existence was asserted by the theorem; a simple calculation

shows that U= U71Mk = MhU, as promised. It is now an easy mat-

ter to verify (3) ; the computation needed for this purpose is similar

to that needed to establish the converse of the theorem.

We state next the analog of Theorem 5 of V; the formulas and

proof are changed due to the presence of the constant a in our present

context, and to the arbitrariness of p.

Theorem 2. Let F(x, y) = (y — x)m~1 a G(x, y) be of form (1) where

GEdina neighborhood of y — x and let Tp, considered as a linear trans-

formation of Lp [O, 1 ] into itself, have as its only reducing manifolds the

spaces Ep[0, c] for all cE [0, l], as is the case if FED- Then Tp is

isometrically equivalent to a unique Tpi = UTf U~l where Ei and Gi

satisfy the following:

Fi(x, y) = (y - x)m~lad(x, y),

(4) Gi(x, x) = c = ( |    (G(u, u))xlmdu\   > 0,

Im (Gij^x, x)) = Im (Gi„(x, x)) = 0.

This is achieved by setting U=MhUrl where

r(t) = (1/c)1'» j    (G(u, u)y>mdu.
J o
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The function h(x) is determined by defining

Po(x, y) = (y - x)m~1aG0(x, y)

by TFa= U7xTfUt where Go = Ho+iK0 for real H0 and K0 and set-

ting h(x) =exp(( — i/c)foK0x(u, u)du).

Proof. If r and h are defined as described and if we set TFl

= (AIhUri)TF(MhUr1)~1 then Px does indeed satisfy (4). Thus every

TF is isometric with Tfl, where F% has form (4). To show uniqueness,

suppose that F{= (y — x)mi~1aiGi (i=l, 2) are both of form (4) and

that Tfx is isometrically equivalent to TF%= t/Pj^cT-1. Then (3) im-

plies that Pi and F2 are related by the following equation:

(y - x)™*-la2G2(x, y)

h(x) /s(y) — s(x)\mi~1
= ~~ (s'(x)yip(s'(y)yi«l—-— )      (y - x)^-HiGi(s(x), s(y)),

h(y) \    y — x    /

where the functions h and s are as in (a) and (b) of Theorem 2. On

letting y — x approach zero we see that mi = m2 — m and that

(5) a2G2(x, x) = (s'(x))maiGi(s(x), s(x)) •

since l/p + l/q+m — 1 =m. Equation (5) implies that ai = a2 — a since

Gi(x, x)=c,>0; we next observe that (5) also implies that s(x)=x

and that Ci = c2 = c. Equation (3) now reduces to G2(x, y)

= (h(x)/h(y))d(x, y) or

(6) h(y)(H2(x, y) + Œ2(x, y)) = h(x)(Hi(x, y) + iKi(x, y)),

if we write Gj = Hj-\-iKj for real Hj and K¡ (/= 1, 2). Our hypotheses

imply that H¡(x, x)=c and that K¡(x, x)—K¡x(x, x)=KJV(x, x)

= 0 (j=l, 2) and also that h(x) =exp(ik(x)) for real k(x) is differenti-

able. Differentiation of (6) and setting x = y yields h(x)H2x(x, x)

= ch'(x)-\-h(x)IIix(x, x) so that h'/h = ik' = l/c(H2x(x, x)—Hix(x, x)).

But the last expression is real so that ß' = 0, and h is constant. We

finally arrive at Gi = G2: If two functions Fx and F2 satisfy (4) and if

the corresponding operators Tfx and TFl are isometrically equivalent

and have the spaces Lp[0, c] for all cG [0, l] as their only reducing

manifolds—for example, if the functions Fj(E.D—then Pi = P2.

Observe that if our functions F belong to D, then the similarity

invariants of Tf, viz., m, a, and c, enter directly into the formulation

of the isometry invariants (see V and [4] for similarity invariants).

The "canonical functions" Pi as given by (4) are the same for all p;

however a given Tf will have as its "canonical form" P^ a trans-

formation which in general does depend on p. If, for example, F(x, y)
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= l+2x+í(x — y), then m = í, a = í, c = 2. To describe its "canonical

form" Ei satisfying (4), it is convenient to introduce the function

K(x, y) = ((8x + l)/(8y + l))1/2. A simple calculation shows that

Ei(x, y) = 2 exp( - i log K)(Kx^+i(Kxi "-K-Xi")).
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THE NONEXISTENCE  OF PROJECTIONS FROM  U TO 771

D. J. NEWMAN

Consider the Banach space Lx(0, 2w) and the subspace 7P, of all

functions all of whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. It has

been conjectured that 7P has no complement in L\ i.e., that L1 is

not the direct sum of 7P and some other Banach space. In this note

we give a proof of this conjecture.

The conjecture is of course equivalent to the following statement

on projection operators.

Theorem. There exists no bounded linear operator P : L1—>7P for

which Pf=ffor all f EH1.

Proof. Suppose such a P existed. Let ln(f) denote the wth Fourier

coefficient of P(f) ; then /„ is a bounded linear functional on L1 and

as a result we have

in(f(e)) = f *f(e)<bn(e)de,
J 0
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